Introduction.
A This includes the bounded Hilbertian basis constructed in [2] and the wcQ basis constructed in [4] . In this paper we show that a bounded linear interpolating basis cannot be p-Besselian. To begin, define g.-0 for i such that 2/\Ji> 1. Now assume 2/y/n<l and g{ and q. have been defined for i< n. We consider two cases.
Case 1 is h(n + 1) = h(n). In this case define q(n + l) = q(n) + 1.
Case 2 is h(n + l) > h(n). In this case pick N > q(n) such that if x and y are two adjacent points ai \x. . : i < N\ and x < y, then Vy(g ) < 2~h<-n + r>. 
